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Summary:
There are many well-known, skilled magicians that you might not know about because even though

Curtis Adams: A magician who appeared at the age of 16 in the Young Magicians Showcase feature
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Article Body:
There are many well-known, skilled magicians that you might not know about because even though

Curtis Adams: A magician who appeared at the age of 16 in the Young Magicians Showcase feature

Criss Angel: The only three-time magician winner of the Merlin Award from the International So

Ed Balducci: A street magician who died in 1988 at the age of 82. He is a magician known for h

Derren Brown: A British magician who practiced traditional close-up magic in the 1990s. Brown’
Cardini: Richard "Cardini" Pitchford was a magician with almost 50 years of performing tricks

Tommy Cooper: A magician and comedian known who was a member of the Magic Circle until his dea

Paul Daniels: A currently retired British magician who in 1983 became the first magician to ev

S.W. Erndase: A magician and author whose real identity has never been figured out. Erndase is

Ching Ling Foo: The first Asian magician to achieve fame. He was a magician who did tricks lik

Lennart Green: A magician known for his close-up card tricks. In 1991 this magician became the

Paul Harris: A magician known for pulling coins from mirrors. Many claim he is a magician with

Scott Interrante: An American magician specializing in escape-artist tricks. He won awards fro

Ricky Jay: A magician listed in the Guinness Book of Records as throwing a playing card 190 fe

Fred Kaps: A Dutch magician who died in 1980. He is a magician known for making a saltshaker c
Juan Tamariz: A Spanish magician who in 1971 founded a school that has trained generations of
Dia Vernon: This Canadian magician was born in 1894 as David Frederick Wingfield Verner. This

Paul Zenon: A British street magician who also performed in the bars and pubs in the U.K. This
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